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Abstract. The contribution assesses ihe geomorphic response to the large-scale land use changes as-
sociated wi(h the collectiviza(ion in agricu]ture in the area of (he Myjava Hil] Land, S]ovakia. The atlen-
tion is focused 1) on (he geomorphic effec( of runoff processes (i.e. erosion-accumulation operation
of surrace runoro in current landscape during particular extreme rainfall and snowmelt events, 2) on
lheir total geomorphic effec( within the whole post-collectivization period and 3) on (he differences in
the spalial organization, behaviour, raie and geomorphic effectiveness of runoff processes in the pre-
and post-col]ec(ivization periods. The acquired results suggest mai.ked post-col]ec(ivization acce]era-
iion of runoff processes, conrirmed by a signiricant increase of their effecliveness, resulting in profound
changes in the landform geometry. The mosl marked landform changes were identified in depressed
positions, namew in the form of vertical increase of colluvial bodies under slopes and the rise of bot-
toms of dry valleys and of gullies incised in them; these changes represen[ the effect of accumulation
of correlative sediments or accelerated runoff erosion. The author consider [he posl-collectivizaiion

period in conditions of Slovakia as historically the 5th stage of acceleration of runoff processes but at
the same  time as the  rirst one which was condi(ioned exclusively by land  use  changes  (ihe older
stages  are  considered  as  result  of cumulative  influence  of land  use  and  climatic  changes).

Kęy words:  geomorphic  response,  Iand  use  changes,  the  Myiava  Hill  Land,  Slovakia

INTRODUCTION

The main factors determining the landscape we see today are the past and
present agricultura] activities, climatic variations, and susceptibi]ity of soils and pa-
rent materials to erosion (G e e s o n and T h o r n e s  1996). Land use changes asso-
ciated with farming have significantly influenced, alongside climatic changes, the
landscape evolution since the beginnings of agriculture. Geomorphic response to
both land use and climatic changes is represented by the change in the spatial orga-
nization, behaviour, rate and effectiveness of geomorphic processes resulting con-
sequently in the transforma[ions of conditions of relief evolution in time and space.
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A farmer modifies the relief both directly and indirecty. The most profound direct
intervention into the relief in farmland is the lowering of terrain convexities and the
rise of concavities by the long-year tillage. The key indirect human influence is re-
presented by an acceleration of the originally natural geomorphic processes due to
the transformation of woodland into famland as well as due to later changes in
character and  intensiv of farming.  This  contribution  deals  above  all with runoff
geomorphic processes (i.e. erosion-accumulation operation of surface runoff;  cf.
Stankoviansky  1997),  as  they represent the  most spread and geomorpholo-
gically the most effective processes acting in intensely used hilly to upland farm-
Iand, i.e. in such a landscape in which also our research has been conduc[ed. Be-
side the assessment of the geomorphic effect of accelerated runoff processes, the
author reflects  also on  the  causes  of the  acce]eration in the  historical  context.

What was the histoiy of operation of accelerated runoff processes in the
territoiy of [he former Czechoslovakia? Ś. 8 u ć k o  (1980) in the area of Slovakia
and 0. S t e h 1 f k  (1981 ) in the area of Czech Republic distinguish four stages of
marked acceleration of runoff processes. They agree in temporal limits of the
first three of them. In (heir opinion the oldest stage is linked with [he end of the
Younger and especially with the Late Bronze Age, the 2" stage coincides with
the period of stabilization of the Slavic settlement and the Great Moravian Em-
pire  (the  8[h-9`'`  centuries)  and  [he  3rd  stage  agrees  with  the  period  of  the
so-called great colonizatjon in the  13`h-14`h centuries. According to Ś.  8 u ć k o

( ] 980), [he 4th stage of acceleration of runoff processes is linked with [he period
of  the  Walachian  colonization  in  thel5['L17'h  centuries,  while  0.  Stehlik
(1981 ) links it with the years  1750-1850. The latter author finds this stage as the
first when  anthropogenical  influences  were  stronger  than  clima[ic  changes.
M.  Stankoviansky  (2003a,  b,  c)  confirmed  inf]uences  of both  "Bućko's"
and  "Stehlfk's"  stages  in  the  Slovak-Czech  contact  zone  in  the  form  of two
phases of permanent gully formation; he considers them parts of the 4th stage of
acceleration of riinoff processes. Though the conditions  favouring disastrous
gullying in this period were extensive forest clearance and expansion of farm-
land  connected  with  the  so-called  "kopanitse"  colonization,  the  triggering
mechanism seems  to have been an increased  frequency of extreme rainfall
and snowmelt events during the almost synchronous Little lce Age  (LIA), oc-
curring by H. H. L a m b  (1984) between 1550 and 1850, This statement suggests
(in contradiction to the above qiioted Stehlik's opinion) that the caiise of the 4"
stage of accelera[ion of runoff processes was also the coincidence of land use
and  climatic  influences.

A significant acceleration of runoff processes is connected with large-scale
land use changes due to the col]ectivization in agriculture realized after political
and social changes in former Czechoslovakia in  1948. This period of increased
erosion still goes on and its duration does not exceed in fac[ f]ve decades. Numer-
ous authors pointed at the role of collectivjzation in acceleration of runoff pro-
cesses so far (e.g. Bulfćek  et al.1977; Stehlik  1981; Juróń  1990; Jambor
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1997; J u ró n i  2000; Fu 1 aj t ó r  and J a n s ky  2001, p. 94), but the assessment of
its geomorphic response on the basis of detai]ed terrain investigation was rea-
lized only by the author of this contribution and his team from the lnstitute of Geo-
graphy, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, namely in the area of the Myjava
Hill Land in the period  1993-1996. The author's investigation in the area under
study sti]l continues. The contribution summarizes acquired results  and brings
main conclusions of this long-year investigation.

NATURAL  CONDITIONS  AND  IANDUSE  EVOLUTION  OF  THE  STUDY AREA

The Myiava Hill Land (Fig.  1) is situated in western Slovakia near the frontier
with Czech Republic. This area of 384 km2 is the downfaulted zone between the
flysch massif of the White Carpathians and the limestone-dolomite part of the horst
of the Little Carpathians. Its character is mostly plateau-like with a relief of the order
of 40-130 m. It comprises primarily the Senonian, Palaeogene and Neogene sedi-
mentary  rocks  of  medium  to  low  resistance  with  a  considerable  thickness  of
fine-textured regolith,  reaching locally to  10 m,  exceptionally to  15 m.  Cambisols
and  Luvisols  are  the  most frequent  soil  types.  The  mean annual  precipitatjon is
650-700 m. The natural vegetation was predominantly oak and oak-hornbeam fo-
rests with  beech  forests  in the highest parts.

The  present-day  cultural  landscape  of the  overwhelming  majority  of the
study area is the result of a relatively short, little bit more than seven centuries last-
ing anthropogenical transformation of the original forested landscape. Though its
marginal parts were settled much earlier, the major stages of anthropogenical in-
tervention relate to the foundation of medieval villages in the  14`h century and
above all to the kopanitse colonization beginning in the second half of the  16`h
century and culminating aHhe end of the 18`h century (S t a n k o v i a n s ky  1997).
The characteristic feature of the kopanitse landscape until the  ls` half of the 20`h
century was a dense network of small hamlets dispersed irregularly among the
villages surrounded by a mosaic of small, narrow plots, tilled predominantly along
the contour lines, Iess often down-gradient. This resu]ted in a dense network of
artificial  linear landscape  elements  such  as  rield  boundaries,  banks,  lynchets,
headlands, access roads, paths and drainage furrows.

The situation changed tota]ly in the course of the collectivization in agricul-
ture between 1949 and 1975. The collectMzation has brought the basic changes in
the land use pattem in the substantial parŁ of agriculturally utilized areas. The mo-
saic of original small private parcels vanished in favour of vast collectivized land
units (Fig. 2). The most inconvenient terrain adjustment was represented by the
levelling of the former terraced plots. Crea[ion of large cooperative rields was ac-
companied  by the  destruction  of a  network  of artificial  linear  landscape  ele-
ments. Signiricant terrain adjustments were performed also in the framework of
land reclamation in the second half of the 1970s and even in the 1980s. Especially
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Fig.  1. Loca(ion map of ihe Myjava Hill Land (with the study sites).  1 -s(udy areas of permanen( gully
sys(ems, 2 -study sites of isolated permanent gullies, 3 -study sites of geomorphic effect of par(i-
cular ex[reme rainfall events, 4 -boundary ofstudy area of geomorphic effect of particular snowmelt
events, 5 -selected parŁ of this area (cf. Fig. 3 in S ta n kovi a n s ky  1997), 6 ~ boundaries of geo-
morphic units,  7 ~ boundaries of geomorphic subunits, 8 -state boundary wi[h  Czech Republic,

9 -settlements,10 -railway roads,  ] ]  -resenJoirs,  ]2 -watercourses.
Geomorphic units:  1  -Myjava Hi]l Land..1. ]  -Branć  Klippes; 2 -While Carpathians: 2.1  -Źalo-
s(inó  Upland,  2.2  - Javorina  Highland,  2.3-  Beś(iny,  2.4  -  Bośóca  Klippes;  3  -  Povaźie  Basin;
4 -Liiile Carpathians: 4. ] -Brezovó CarpathiaLns, 4.2 -Ćachtice Carpathians; 5 -Trnava Hill Land:
5.1 -Sublittlecarpathian Hill Land, 5.2 -Tmava Loessy Plain; 6 -Lower Vóh Flood Plain; 7 -Bor

Lowland;  8 -  Chvojnica  Hill  Land
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Fig.  2.  Pair  of aerial  photographs  showing  an  example  of land  use  pattern  before  and  after  col-
Iectivization  (indicating  large-scale  land  use  changes  in  surroundings  of the  villages  of Poriadie

and  Rudnfk)
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negative feature of collective farming include the jntroduction of crop rotation un~
suited to hilly landscape.

As for the current land cover, 70% of tlie area of the Myjava Hill Land is the ag-
ricultural landscape (55% of arable land, 13.49/o of land principally occupied by ag-
riculture with significant areas of natural vegetation,  ] .6% by fruit trees and berry
plantations, pastures and comp]ex cultivation patterns), 21.591o is wood]and.

MATERIAL AND  METHODS

ln order to assess geomorphic response to large-scale land use changes con-
nected with collectivization in the study area, it was necessary to know and un-
derstand  the  specific  features  (regularities)  of spatial  organization,  behaviour,
rate and effectiveness of runoff processes both in the present-day and pre-collec-
tivization ]andscapes. As for the study of this phenomenon in the post-collectiviza-
tion period, the attention was concentrated on two aspects. The first of them was
the geomorphjc effect of particular erosion-accumulation events (Iinked with ex-
treme rainfall and snowmelt events), assessed on the basis of the detailed terrain
investigation and documentation of their manifestations. The second studied as-
pect  was  the  total  geomorphic  effect  of  runoff  processes  within  the  whole
post-collectivization  period.  This  effect was assessed by the  measurements  of
thickness  of post-collectivization  sediments  deposited  in  depressed  positions
using various  buried ar[ifacts  or buried  soils,  partially buried  telephone  poles,
fence posts or trees, and using the '37Cs method. Information on operation of run-
off processes in the pre-collectivization landscape, as well as qualified expert esti-
mates concerning modifications of relief geometry was acquired on the basis of
personal communication with relevant local people, mostly farmers, using their
knowledge of landforms on study sites as they existed in the past. A comparison
of the acquired knowledge on runoff processes and on their geomorphic effect in
the present-day and past landscapes enabled to formu]ate conclusions on geo-
morphic response to profoiind land use changes which happened approximately
a half a century ago. Knowledge on the land use pattern before collectivization
was acquired by the analysis of aerial photographs from 1955.

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION

Out of L. S t a rk e 1 ' s  (2000) types of extreme events manifesting by apparent
geomorphic effect, the most important ro]e in the study area in the given period was
played above a]] by local, short-lasting heavy downpours, with daily totals exceed-
ing 20 mm and the rain intensity exceeding 1-3 mm per minute; the occurrence of
geomorpho]ogica]Iy effective snowmelt was rare (only in 1993). The me[eorologi-
cal station in Myiava, situated roughly in the centre of the study area, recorded in the
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period 1993-2000 4-8 days per year with total rainfalls exceeding 20 mm. However,
the annual frequency of extreme rainfall events manifested by high geomorphic
effec[iviDr of runoff processes ranged from  1  to 3 in this period, while three down-
pours were registered in 1993 only (cf. S t a n k ov i a n s ky  1997). The discordance
between  the  number of days with high totals and  the number of extreme ero-
sion-accumulation events  is  connected with  the  fact that some  rainfalls  did  not
reach the  adequate  intensity and  if so,  the event happened  in the  period when
fields were sufficiently covered by vegetation and thus were protected against run-
off erosion. In such cases it was possible to observe an increased effect of fluvial
processes only. The most damaging erosion-accumulation events were triggered
by the spring downpours in May and June, The highest daily maximum after 1993
reached 79.6 mm, particularly on June 22,1999 (Faś ko  and Ś t'as tny  2002), the
absolute  daiN  maximum  within  the  whole  post-collectivization  period  reached
142.5 mm, namely on July 1,1954 (K//.mcrfr.cke'„.  1968). Natural]y, because of the li-
mited areal ex[ent of events of this type, the above data need no[ reflect fully either
the  real  number of events or the  real  total  in  the  centre  of their occurrence.

GEOMORPHIC  EFFECT OF RUNOFF PROCESSES  IN  PRESENT-DAY LANDSCAPE DURING

THE  PARTICULAR  EXTREME RAINFALL AND SNOWMELT  EVENTS

Generalization of results of the detailed field investigation and documenta-
tion of the geomorphic effect of numerous extreme rainfall and snowmelt events
in the study area enabled to formulate the following conclusions concerning both
partial processes of runoff erosion and runoff accumulation.

As far as the erosion processes is concerned, the geomorphic effect of both
areal and linear (gully) erosion was studied. Areal erosion is unders[ood as the
sum of the operation of sheet wash, rill and inter-rill erosion (cf. Z ac har  1970,
p. 41 ). It affects all regularly cultivated hillslopes or their portions not dissected by
hollows of any shape and size. The effect of sheet wash is the lowering of the sur-
face of affected upper hillslope portions, in fact unnoticeable to the naked eye.
However, under the definite circumstances it is possible to estimate the thickness
of the removed soil layer, especially when the event occurs shortly after sowing
and the layer of soil is washed out from the whole field including seeds. In such
a case, the minimum thickness of the removed soil corresponds with the depth of
sowing. The most striking case occurred on the hillslope situated easterly from
the village of Osuskć,  affected by two consecutive downpours.  The first heavy
rainfall on May 15, 1993 resulted in the removal of soil including the seed. The field
was sown again wi[h the same seed (i.e. beet for feeding). The following down-
pour in June 6, ] 993 washed out again the soil together with seed. As the depth of
sowing of this plant is ca 1-2 cm (P. Jambor, agricultural engineer; personal com-
munication), the hillslope surface has been probably lowered during the men-
tioned events by at least 34 cm.

Much more distinct is the geomorphic effect of rill erosion. Spatial organiza-
tion, density, shape and size of rills depend on the inclination and length of the culti-
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vated hillslope, state of the soil surface in time of the event and on the character of
the event itself. The m"imal depth of rills formed due to extreme rainfalls was re-
corded on fields close to the hamlet of Omastov vrch in the area of the Turź Lńka
community (part of Mriava) after a sequence of downpours in May 2004, reaching
locally to 20-30 cm (Photo  1).  However, the absolutely maxima] ri]]s were gene-
rated due to the snowmelt on gently inclined slopes of the flat hill situated to the NE
from the village of Jablonka in March  1993. They were formed on the large field,
thinly sown with oil rape, and their depth reached to 30 cm and exceptionalb even
more (S t a n k ov i a n s ky  1995). In general, the depth of rills did not exceed in fact
the thickness of cultivation layer. The effect of the inter-rill erosion is the ]owering of
surface between rills by the same way as it is in the case of sheet wash. Thus, the
resulting effect of the areal erosion during eveiy extreme event (of course, in com-
bination with the conventjonal tillage operation that follows, obliterating the surface
of fields  affected  by rilling)  is  the  progressive  lowering  of hillslope  surface.

The current ]inear erosion in the §tudy area is control]ed mostly topographi-
cally, it is linked with the bottoms of del]s and of other linear depressions of va-
rious origin deepened into hillslopes.  However,  Iinear erosion can be also con-
trolled  by artificial  linear landscape  elements,  name]y by access roads running
a]ong the gradient or obliquely across the hillslope, field boundaries, various culti-

Photo  1.  Geomorphic  effect  of runorf erosion  due  !o  a  sequence  of downpours  in  May  2004  in
surroundings  of the  hamleŁ  of Omastov vrch  west  of Myjava
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vation furrows, vehicle wheel tracks etc. It is initiated by the temporally limited
flows formed due to the concentration of runoff. Linear erosion did not result in
the creation of permanent gullies within the whole research period; it was mani-
fested on]y by the formation of the so-called ephemera] gu]lies (the term intro-
duced by Fos ter  and  Lane  1983) of two types. The first type, represented by
the broad and shallow ephemeral gullies, typical for the removal of a part or a]l
cultivation layer, occurred much more frequently.

The width of such ephemeral gullies, corresponding in fact with the width of
actual concentrated flow, reached in the shallow hil]slope hollows to 5-6 m (e.g.
in the surroundings of the village of Osuskć due to the downpour on May 15,1993)
and along the bottoms of dry valleys to 10-12 m (e.g. in the Rakovó valley situated
westerly from the hamlet of Do]ny Śtvernik in the area of the Brezova p. 8. com-
munity due to the downpour on July 2, 1995). The depth of these erosion features
ranged from some centimetres to 25-30 cm in case of removal of the whole culti-
vation  layer.  The  microforms  similar  to  the  pot-holes,  deepened  in  the  firm
sub-cultivation layer (so-called plough pan) were appearing often on the bottoms
of ephemeral gullies (cf. S [ a n k o v i a n s ky  l 997). This type of ephemeral gullies
originates, according to  J.  Poesen  and  G. Govers  (]990),  during high-inten-
sity low-frequency rainstorms. Joining of some shallow gullies can result excep-
tionally in the formation of relatively extensive area with removed cultivation layer
(e.g. the washed patch ca 20 m broad was formed on the left side of the Rakovó
valley during the above mentioned event).

The second type of narrower and deeper ephemeral gullies, incised in plough
pan, occurred much more rarely. According to  J. P o e s e n and  J. G ove rs  (1990)
such gullies originate during the low-intensity high-frequency rainstorms. The maxi-
mal  depth  of these  gullies  in the  investigated period  reached  50 cm. As  for the
whole post-collectivization period, ephemeral gullies of this type did not exceed the
depth of 1  m (M. Drśka, former chair of the collective farm in the Kostolnć commu-
nity; personal communication conceming the area of his village). Gu]lies were al-
ways  erased  by the  subsequent tillage  opera{ion  but were formed  again  on  the
same  places  during  the  next extreme  events.

Accumulation of the eroded  material in the consequence of the particular
extreme  rainfall  and  snowmelt  events  was  studied  under horizontally straight
hills]opes, in mouths of de]ls and dry valleys, as well as in their bottoms.

The  geomorphic  effect  of accumulation  under  straight  hillslopes,  undis-
sected by various hollows and  thus modelled only by processes of areal ero-
sion,  represents  the vertical  rise  of colluvial  bodies  in  the  form  of continual
footslope belts. Maximal effect of accumulation during the single event was re-
corded after the downpour on May 6,1993 close to the ham]et of Paprad in the
area of the Staró Turó community. The thickness of sediment at the foot of the
left side of the Kostolnfk valley and on the anthropogenically contro]led terrace
in  its  lower  part,  deposited  during  this  event,  reached  locally  iip  to  50  cm
(Stankoviansky   2003b,  p.117).
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Accumulation in mouths of dells and dry valleys, in case of various obstacles
also in their bottoms, is connected with the so-called muddy floods (the term in-
[roduced by Auze t  1987  in its  French version "inondatjons boueuses"),  repre-
senting floodings due to runoff with a high sediment concentration, generating
muddy deposits. Occurrence of muddy floods is linked above all with the runoff
concentration and  the  consequent  ephemeral gullying in dells  and dry valleys
( S t a n k o v i a n s ky 2002). This phenomenon is differen[ from mudflows belong-
ing to mass movements.

The geomorphic effect of the individual muddy floods, i.e. the thickness of
accumulated  muddy  layer,  ranged  between  some  centimetres  and  50  cm
within  the  investigated  period.  Differences  are  connected  with  specific  fea-
tures of both erosion and accumiilation. The volume of material transported by
flood  depends  on  the  extent  of erosion within  the  dell  or  dry valley basins,
especially on the extent of the concentrated flow erosion. That is why the most
in[ense and {hus at the same time also the most damaging muddy f]oods occur
in May and June when fields are bare or only insufficiently protected by vegeta-
tion. The thickness of accumulation depends also on the topography of the site
where  the  material  is  deposited,  above  all  on  its  size  and  shape.  However,
accumulation  is  supported  beside  topography  also  by  the  influence  of  the
so-called buffer zones (on the contact of the field with the meadow, orchard,
forest, etc.) and especially by the artiricial terrain barriers. Maximal thickness of
sediment deposited due to muddy floods was recorded in the mouth of shal-
low, wide and only very sljghtly inclined slope hollow sown with corn into [he
valley of the Brezovsky potok Brook between the hamlet of Rasnik and the vil-
lage of Osuskć. Almos[ 60 cm thick fresh colluvial cone was deposited diiring
two consecutive downpours on May 15, and June 4,  ] 993. The thickness of sedi-
men[ was influenced in this case by the barrier created by the railway dike (cf.
S ta n kov i a n s ky  2002). Naturally, only those muddy floods showed distinct
seomorphic effect which occurred in an open country; the deposits generated
by muddy floods which affected areas of villages or sma]I towns were always
removed by local  residen[s.

TOTAL GEOMORPHIC EFFEff OF RUNOFF PROCESSES

IN THE POST-COLLECTIVIZATION  PERIOD

The total geomorphic effect of runoff processes during the whole post-col-
lectivization period, expressed by the modifications of landform geometry, repre-
sents  the  cumulative  manifestation  of the  sequence  of repeated,  consecutive,
anonymous erosion-accumulation events within the last approximately five de-
cades. The differences between geometric changes are discernible if they are the
results of erosion or accumulation.

Repeated areal erosion leads to the hillslope lowering. Though the lower-
ing of surface during the individual events is in most of cases practically unno-
ticeable  to  the  naked  eye,  the  cumulated  effect  of all  erosion  events  in  the
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framework  of the  whole  post-collectivization  period  in  the  same  place was
probably considerable. However, a more precise assessment of hillslope low-
ering is rather complicated, because the lowering itself is not only the result of
runoff erosion but also of tillage  erosion  (cf.  S t a n k ovi a n s ky  2001).  More-
over, it is very hard to estimate the surface lowering during the whole, long cen-
turies lasting cultural period (in the most affec[ed places perhaps as much as
100-150 cm,  locally maybe even more), therefore it would be even harder to
distinguish what part of this long-term effect corresponds with the post-collec-
tivization period (S t a n k ov i a n s ky 2003b, p. 97-98). The precise assessment
of the post-co]]ectivization slope lowering would be possible only in case if co-
operative fields originated by ploughing of the former meadows, unfortunately
such an assessment was not done. The only qualified expert estimate is avail-
able for the right side of the Kostolnik valley at the hamlet of Paprad in the area
of the Stań Tura community. The surface of the large cooperative fie]d, which
originated by merging the former small contoiir plots  in  1959-1960, was low-
ered so far roughly by 40-50 cm (M.  Buno, former collective farmer; personal
communication) (S t a n kov i a n s ky 2003c, p. 98). Naturally, also in this case it
was a result of combined operation of both runoff and tillage erosion. This esti-
mate  corresponds  apparently with  conclusions  of P.  Mederly  (1992), who
identified the post-col]ectivization surface lowering in the area of the village of
Borśice  (south-eastem  Moravia,  Czech  Republic),  ranging  on  the  steepest
hi]lslope  portions  between  20  and  60  cm.

The geomorphic effect of repeated linear (ephemeral gul}) erosion in thal-
wegs of depressed landforms represents either a gradual fomation of the so-called
washed  furrows  (Stankoviansky   2000),  known  as  "niecki  zmywowe"  by
M.   Klimaszewski   (1981,  p.  298),  or deepening  of older ones.

Visually more conspicuous and thus more suited for study are the geomet-
ric relief changes resu]ting from the repeated accumulation of eroded material
in  depressed  positions.  Within  the  pos[-collectivization  period  the  older  co]-
luvia and fills of valley bottoms were covered by new sediment layer. To distin-
guish older sediments from younger and to assess the thickness of the ]atter,
such sites were used where yoiing sediments buried the original soil or various
artifacts, or partially buried telephone poles,  fence posts, tree trunks etc. For
the assessment of the post-collectivization changes in the relief geometry in the
particular sites the knowledge on their history was also very important. Gene-
ralization of results of the assessment of numerous sites enabled to distinguish
two basic types of relief changes: a) an increase of the colluvial bodies under
the slopes at margins of valley bottoms caused by deposition of the material
coming from the side, and b) tlie increase of the bottoms of dryvalleys and inci-
sions in them by deposition of material coming mainly or exclusively from the
upper valley reaches. Both mentloned types are demonstrated on the selected
examples below, representing sites with maximal thickness of young accumu-
lation. Their common feature is their similar geological situation, while the pre-
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vailing Palaeogene flysch rocks and the  Neogene sandstones of modera[e to
low  resistance  are  covered  by a  relatively thick regolith.

The maximal growth of colluvial bodies  under s]opes at margins of valley
bottoms was identified in the Kostolnfk va]Iey close to the hamlet of Paprad in the
area of the Staró Tura community, already mentioned above in connection with
an assessment of effect of accumulation during particular event. This site is at the
contact zone of the horizontally straight left slope poriion and the adjacent part of
the f]oodplain. A marked, flat, gently inclined colluvia] body follows the contact of
the slope and the valley bottom, almost reaching the channel of the Kostolnik
brook situated asymmetrically just below the opposite valley slope. A large co-
operative  field   created   by  the  merging  the   former  small  contour  plots  in
1959-]960, runs continuously from the slope to the footslope colluvial body and
extends [o a narrow strip of alluvial forest following the channel. A soil profi]e, ex-
cavated in the colluvium at a point situated 15 m from the left valley side and ap-
proxima[ely 90 m from the brook, revealed an almost 70 cm thick layer of young
colluvium, burying the topsoil at the surface of the former valley bottom (S t a n -
kov i a n s ky  et al.1999, p. 20).1[ is supposed that the thickness of colluvium just
at the foot of the slope reaches about 1  m. It was confirmed that the bed of the
young colluvium,  delivered  from the slope by repeated  areal  erosion,  was de-
posited after collectivization. This statement is based on the documentation of the
geomorphic effect of the heavy rainfall in this localiDr on May 6, ] 993 (see above),
as well as on the qualified expert es[imate (M. Buno).

Another example of the thickness of the post-collectivization footslope collu-
vial body reaching ca ] m, in this case deposited by the concentrated runoff, is intro-
duced by M. Stankoviansky  (1994)  from the Rybnflc valley jn the area of the
Bzince p. J. community. The above results correspond well with the results of simi-
lar investigation in the area of southeastem Moravia. P. M e d e r 1 y  (1992) identified
the vertical post-collectivization increase of the footslope colluvia in selected locali-
ties in the area of the Borśice community, often reaching 50-100 cm, J. 0 b rś 1 f k
(2004) identified such increase in the area of the Źdónice and Archlebov communi-
ties,  often  exceeding  80-100 cm.

As for the increase of dry valley bottoms, it is obvious (of course, on the as-
sumption that the de]ivery of sediment is simi]ar) that the narrower sedimenta-
tion area,  the thicker bed of the sediment and a[ the same time the bigger in-
crease of the valley bottom. This phenomenon is demonstrated on the example of
three different dry valleys be]ow,  namely  1) with broader bottom,  2) with nar-
rower bot[om and finally 3) with a gully incised along the thalweg.

The r]rst case is represented by the marked dry valley sjtuated to the W from
the village of Kostolnć. lt is wide, 700 m long, and asymmetrical both as for the
height  and  inclination.  The  extensive  cooperative  field,  comprising  in  fact  the
whole valley basin, origina[ed by merging of the former small private plots in two
stages, in 1952 and  1957. These inteiventions resulted in the profound accelera-
tion of runoff processes, especially on the steeper right valley side. This valley side
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and also the valley head are covered by grassland since the early 1990s to prevent
erosion. To evaluate the thickness of the post-collectivization accumulation at the
valley bottom the '37Cs method was used. It was found that accumulation since
the  1950s  resulted  in  the rise  of the valley bottom by about 35  cm  (Stanko-
vi a n s ky  et al.1999, p. 26).

The second example is represented by 1  km long dry valley situated close
to the hamlet of Luskovica in the area of the village of Krajnć. The wide, amphi-
theatre-Iike valley head is gradually narrowing downwards and in the bottom of
its lower reach there is incised trough-like cut. Upper reaches of the valley are
now used as one large cooperative field created by merging of previous small
contour fields in  1959-1960. A buried telephone pole erected on the bottom of
the trough-like cut in  1961  indicates  105 cm thick layer of sediment generated
during   heavy  rainfall  events   in   the   post-collectivization  period   (Stanko-
v i a n s ky  1997). A profile excavated near the pole revealed nine sediment la-

yers,  distinguishing  by thin  sheets  of decomposed  organic  ma[ter,  ranging  in
thickness from 3 to 19 cm (S t a n k ov i a n s ky et a].1999, p. 29-31 ). These sedi-
ment layers correspond to nine muddy floods in the period after 1961. The sedi-
ment, delivered from the valley head, was deposited due to the barrier caused
by the embankment of the access road, which leads obliquely through the val-
ley  bottom.

The last example with the maximal discovered thickness of young sediments
within the whole study area is represented by the 900 m long dry valley situated

stor€

en,atgedvaHeybottomfrom192

T928:  233 cm

depth of probe: 265 cm/////f///////////
Fig.  3.  Scliematic  cross-profile  through  the  rill  of  gully  incised  along  the  bottom  of dry  valley  at
[he  hamlet  of Hućkovci  wesi  of lhe  village  of Kostolnć,  showing  the  maximal  thickness  of the

post-collec[ivization  accumu]ation  discovei.ed  in  the  study  area  (more  than  2  m)
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close to the hamlet of Hućkovci approximately 1.5 km to the W from the village of
Kostolnć. The distinct gully with steep sides and flat bottom was situated along
the valley floor in the first half of the 20`h century. The gully was almost completely
filled by yoiing sedjments (Fig. 3). The original base of the gully, dated  1926-] 928,
was identified at the depth of 233 cm in the profile, on the basis of flat stones and
broken pottery dated by the loca] resident Ś. Hućko, as well as on the basis of his
knowledge of the shape and depth of the gully in the past (S t a n k ovj a n s ky et
al.1999, p. 27). This layer of sediment might have been deposited after 1945, i.e.
following bush clearing in the upper valley reaches and the founding of small pri-
vate  fields,  but especially after  1959-1960 when  these  small  fields were  trans-
formed into a large cooperative unit. M. L e h o t s ky (2001 ) supposes on the basis
of identified ]ayers that this fill could be a resiilt of about 11  events.

DIFFERENCES  IN  OPERATION  OF  RUNOFF  PROCESSES

IN THE PRE-AND  POST-COLLECTIVIZATION  PERIOD

Comparison of data on the course and geomorphic effectiveness of runoff
processes in conditions of collectivized landscape, acquired by detailed field in~
vestigation, with information on acting of these processes in the pre-collectiviza-
tion.landscape, acquired on the basjs of interviews with local experts, enabled to
identify the djfferences in their operation in these two temporal horizons and thus
to assess the geomorphic response to large scale land use changes connected
with collectivization and to formu]ate following conclusions.

Runoff processes also operate today on such hillslope por{ions where they
did not occur before (e.g. on former meadows transformed into fields) and, on
the contrary, absent there, where they acted before (e.g. on former fields trans-
formed into meadows or forests).

The formation of large blocks of cooperative fields and removal of a dense
network of artificial ]inear landscape elements resulted (in spite of a djminishing
of the total area of arable land) in the change of the predomina.nce of linear ero-
sion to the prevalence of area]  erosion,  manifested by the profound spatial in-
crease  of hil]slopes  affected  regularly  by  areal  erosion  of increased  intensity.
However, the intensification of areal erosion does not concern all hillslopes; it va-
ries from place to p]ace in relation to the previous type of cultivation. The most
marked increase of intensity of processes is on those hills]opes, which were culti-
vated along contours before collectivization, especially on steeper hillslopes with
former terraces. It is evident that more sediment moves downslope after collec-
tivization than before i[. However, it is typical for the post-col]ectivization period
that the majority of eroded and transported material is deposited under hillslopes
and is not carried away from the catchments by local watercoiirses.

Large-scale land use changes influenced also the operation and geomorphic
effectiveness of linear erosion expressed by the ephemeral gully formation. As the
ciirrent network of pathways of regularly repeating concentrated flows is much
less dense than in the past (as it is contro]led almost exclusively topographically),
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it is obvious that the effectiveness of linear erosion along one pathway is (under
the same intensity of extreme events) higher than before collectivization.

In the post{ollectivization period the geomorphic effectiveness of meteoro-
logical-hydrological even[s, especially extreme rainfalls markedly increased, as was
expressed by the increase of the occurrence of muddy floods,  as well as by the
growth of the rate of their harmfulness. Markedly increased occurrence of muddy
floods (under the frequency of extreme events comparable with the pre-collectiv-
ization period), contributing significantly to the enormous total post-collectivization

geomorphic  effect  of runoff processes,  was  confirmed  both by identification  of
thick beds of correlative sediments (resulting in profound changes in landform ge-
ometry)  and by the  memories  of residents.

Naturally, it is not possible to compare the absolute value of accumulation in
the post- and pre-collectivization periods because of the relatively short duration
of the former. On the other hand, the above results clearly indicate the marked ac-
celeration of runoff geomorphic processes in comparison with the period roughly
since the middle of the 19th till the middle of the 20!h centuries, when the operation
of [hese processes was evidently lowered (S t a n k o v i a n s ky 2003c, p. 127). The
increased rise of colluvial bodies in depressed positions within the last five de-
cades testifies to il.

CONCLUSIONS

Large-sca]e land use changes (including terrain adjustments) connected with
collectivization in agriculture resulted in a significant modification of the relief in the
territory of the Myjava Hill Land. Direct and very fast human interventions into the re-
lief, expressed by the levelling of the old field terraces (formed by the long-term till-
age) and filling of some smaller gullies, resulted in a reacquiring of smoothly shaped
surface of hillslopes, though rather lowered in comparison with the period of the be-
ginning of their agricultural util.ization. Slower but not less marked relief changes
were performed under the influence of signiricant change in the character of opera-
tion of runoff processes on the new, ]arge, cooperative fields. Their spatial organiza-
tion, behaviour, rate and geomorphic effectiveness changed. Acting of runoff pro-
cesses in a totally changed agricultural landscape was markedly accelerated, what
was confirmed by the significant increase of [heir geomorphic effectiveness. Know-
ledge acquired in the study area authorizes us to consider the post-collectivization
periodinconditionsofSlovakiaastheindependent,historicallythe5nstageofaccel-
erationofrunoffprocesses.Ontheotherhand,thisperiodisinfactthefirstofhistori-
cal stages of acceleration of runoff processes, which is exclusively determined by
land use changes. The above conclusions of  M. M e d e r 1 y ( 1992) and  J. 0 b r ś 1 f k

(2004) from the Moravian part of Czech Republic suggest that the marked accelera-
tionofrunoffprocesseswasnotcharacteristiconlyforSlovakiabutobviouslyalsofor
other countries with similar nature  of collectivization.
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Though the post-collectivization (i.e. the 5'h) stage of acceleratjon of runoff
processes is really profound, it is far from reaching the geomorphic effect of the
preceding 4'h stage, which was łhe result of the cumulative influence of both land
use and c]imatic changes (LIA) and is in the study area connected with the period
rough]y since the middle of the  16!h unti] the middle of the  lgth centuries. These
conclusions encourage us to state that the most marked acceleration of runoff
processes, and thus at the same time the most profound changes in geometry of
landforms  in  the  agricultura]  Iandscape  within  the  temperate  forest  morpho-
genetic zone, happened in the periods when anthropogenjcal and climatic influ-
ences were synchronous.
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STRESZCZENIE

M.   Stankoviansky

GEOMORFOLOGICZNE  SKUTKI  ZMIAN  UŻYTKOWANLĄ  ZIEMI  NA  OBSZARZE  POGÓRZA

MYJAWSKIEGO  NA  SŁOWACJI  VV OKRESIE  0STATNICH  50  lAT

Praca  omawia  geomorfologiczną  reakcję  na  wielkoska]owe  zmiany  użytkowania  ziemi
związanych z kolektywizacją rolnictwa na obszarze Pogórza Myiawskiego w zachodniej Slowacji.
Zwrócono uwagę na:  1) skutki geomorfologiczne procesu spłukiwania, [zn. działania erozii i aku-
mulacii, na współczesnych rormach rzeźby podczas eks[remalnych opadów i roztopów, 2) suma-
ryczny  efekt  geomorfologiczny za  caD  okres  po  kolekŁywizacii  rolniciwa,  oraz  3)  przestrzenne
zi.óżnicowanie  przebiegu,   rozmiarów  i   efekLywności  geomorfologicznej   procesu   sp)ukiwania
w okresach przed i po kolektywizacji.  Uzyskane wyniki pokazują, że nastąpiło znaczne przyspie-
szenie splukiwania po kolektywizacji rolnictwa po roku  1948, potwierdzone przez wyraźny wzrost

jei efektywności,  powodujący istotne  zmiany geometrii form  rzeźby.  Naiwyraźniejsze  zmiany zo-
stab  stwierdzone  w  formach  wklęsvch,  przede  wszystkim  w  pos[aci  pionowego  przyrostu
miąższości  uLworów koluwialnych u  podnuży stoków i podniesienia den suchych dolin  i  rynien
w  nich wyciętych.  Te  zmiany stanowią efek!  akumulacji osadów korelatywnych  przyspieszonej
erozji powierzchniowej. Autor sŁwierdza, że okres po kolektywizacji rolnictwa był w warunkach
słowackich piąiym sŁadium przyspieszonego splukiwania, a równocześnie jesi pierwszym,  k[óre
było  uwarunkowane wyłącznie  przez zmiany uży[kowania  ziemi.  Uważa,  że  starsze  stadia byb
uwarunkowane  nakładaniem  się  zmian  uży[kowania  ziemi  i  zmian  klimatycznych.


